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0101
About

us

Learn more about one
of India’s oldest and
largest college fests, 
and the National
Academy that stands
behind it



From its inception in 1963, St. John's National Academy of Health Sciences has drawn
health professionals from all over the country and trained them with utmost

proficiency. This institution is run by the Catholic Bishops' Conference of India(CBCI).
Our motto, He shall live because of me, highlights our dedication to the service of

mankind.
 

With a vibrant campus that blends the study of medicine, with a healthy love for
culturals and sports; St John’s consistently features in the list of the top 10 medical

colleges in the country. We are also proud to be one of the only two institutes in the
country to be recognised by the National Institute of Health (NIH) - USA. 

 
With lively medicos from all across the country, St John’s has always aimed for

excellence in innovation and this has always been reflected in our annual cultural
and sports fest - Autumn Muse.

 About St. John’s National Academy
of Health Sciences 



Legend has it that Greek goddesses once came together with the common purpose of
creating the world's first ever pieces of literature and art, inspiring mankind to express

itself at a level like never before - The MUSE.
 

Autumn Muse is the oldest, most prestigious national level cultural and sports
extravaganza, enthralling fest-goers since 1998. With over 30,000 participants from 300+
reputed institutions from all over the country, Autumn Muse 2022 is set to dazzle with its
mascot, Al the Culture Vulture leading the way. Autumn Muse sets itself apart from the

rest by being a fest for a cause. The Fest aims at raising funds toward a worthy medical
cause to help those in need.

 
The 29th edition of Autumn Muse awaits the nation this September and we are ready to

welcome you with our famous Johnite spirit.

About Autumn Muse

Coming This Fall !



0202
About

our cause

 Learn more about
the cause Autumn
Muse is looking to
support this year 



This year, Autumn Muse is partnering with the Department of Emergency Medicine on 

PROJECT

JOHN DOE

John Doe (n.) : A placeholder name used when the true name of a patient is unknown

Project John Doe is an initiative aimed at helping the homeless people,
migrant workers and unidentified patients who are brought to the

doors of our hospital on a daily basis. 
 

Ever since the pandemic hit, a larger number of people from this
often overlooked portion of the city’s population have been brought

to the hospital, mostly in critical conditions, and are unable to
afford emergency care that could save their lives. We have

increasingly seen cases of people having to make split second
decisions to sell their belongings and property in order to raise

funds for their care, the numbers reaching as high as 20 a month 
as of late.

Autumn Muse, along with the Department of Emergency Medicine,
aims to create a permanent fund targeted at covering the costs of

treatment for these patients and helping them get back on their
feet, especially after the last three pandemic riddled years. 

 
Every participant in Muse plays a vital role in helping us further our

cause.  



0303
The

Events

The stage is set,
The night is young,
It’s time to get on,
And have some fun.



ALYMPLICS
MUSE SPORTS

Follow our mascot, Al the Vulture into our events, each designed to set
 the stage and ground on fire! 

CULTURALS

THE
EVENTS

Home to some of the largest events in South India's college fest scene,
Autumn Muse hosts a variety of events across several categories.

 This year, our events span across two different spheres.

MUSE CULTURALS



PRIZES AND 
REGISTRATION 

All registrations for Autumn Muse can be done through
the official website 

 
Spot registrations are also welcome.

 

Prizes Upto 

To be Won! 

4 Lakhs 

www.autumnmuseinnervate.com

http://www.autumnmuseinnervate.com/


DELEGATE
REGISTRATION 

Every participant and non-participant at Autumn Muse
is required to register as a delegate. This gives them

access to the wide array of exciting events that
Autumn Muse hosts.

 
The delegate registration is in three tiers as follows:





AL-YMPICS
MUSE SPORTS

OPENCATEGORY

Open to participation for teams from professional colleges
(eg medical, engineering, law etc.) 

PROFESSIONALCATEGORY

Open to participation for all college teams 

Open to participation for teams from medical colleges
INTERMEDICALCATEGORY

Pump up your kicks
And enter the Alympics

 

SEPTEMBER 27TH-OCTOBER 1ST 
CRICKET (11TH - 15TH SEPTEMBER)



GENERALRULES
The Tournament Committee's decision will be final and binding.
The fixtures committee decides the fixtures, venues and timings.
In case the number of entries for an event is low, the event may get cancelled at the
discretion of the Organisers and the registered entries will be duly informed.
Matches will be played on a League cum knockout/League/Knockout basis depending upon
the discretion of the Tournament Committee.
Under unforeseen circumstances, the Fixtures Committee can make changes in the venue
and timings.
The team will be informed of such changes in advance.
The fixtures for the next day's matches will be put up on the notice board the previous night
itself. It is the duty of the Manager/Captain of the team to get the fixture or the intimation
slip from the sports desk at the reception.
Once the fixtures are drawn, no request for changes shall be entertained whatsoever.



GENERALRULES
If the match is interrupted due to unavoidable circumstances, the rest of the game will be
continued at suitable time fixed by the Organizers.
Referee's decision will be final. No appeals questioning their validity will be entertained.
Teams are requested to report 30 minutes before the start of the match at the allotted
venues.
College ID cards have to be surrendered for checking before the game.
A walkover will be awarded to the opposition if a team fails to arrive at the venue within 15
minutes of the scheduled start of the match.
Any team giving a walkover will be disqualified from participating further in that event.
Only the Captain of the team is entitled to communicate with the Fixture Committee.
Unruly behaviour, either by the team members or its supporters shall mean disqualification
from the tournament.
The team should play in the right spirit.
All the participants are requested to cooperate for the smooth conduct of the tournament.



OPEN INTERMEDICAL PROFESSIONAL
OPEN

SINGLES

Football
Futsal (5 vs 5)

Volleyball
Table Tennis
Basketball

Hockey

Cricket
Basketball

Football
Hockey

Table
Tennis

MUSESPORTS
MEN'S CATEGORY



OPEN INTERMEDICAL
OPEN

SINGLES

Basketball
Volleyball

Table Tennis
Throwball

Futsal

Basketball Table Tennis

MUSESPORTS
WOMEN'S CATEGORY



Pick up your sticks and hit the ground
 It’s time to make those 8 seconds count

 

MUSEHOCKEY

All standard rules apply.
Each team should consist of 11 players with minimum 3 reserves and a
maximum of 18 people in a squad.
Each half will be for 20 minutes with a break of 5 minutes in between each
half.
In case of tie, there will be NO Extra Time. Match will be decided by a
Penalty Shootout, which holds good only till the quarter finals.

MEN'S OPEN MEN'S PROFESSIONAL

28THSEPTEMBER
REGISTRATION FEE

₹250/HEAD



The cleats are on, the goalposts await
Once the whistle blows, it's time to fire away

MUSEFOOTBALL 

All standard rules apply.
Matches will be played on a knockout basis.
Each team should consist of 11 players with minimum 3 reserves and a
maximum of 18 people in a squad.
Players will be required to come 30 mins before the scheduled match.
Only UG and PG students of the college are allowed to participate.
Walkover will be given if the team does not arrive within 15 mins of
scheduled time.
Maximum of 2 teams per college are allowed. One player can only play
for one team.

MEN'S OPEN
MEN'S INTERMEDICAL27THSEPTEMBER

REGISTRATION FEE

₹250/HEAD



 The ball is in the air, the clock is counting down
 Do you have what it takes to make that final dunk? 

MUSEBASKETBALL

Standard rules apply.
Matches will be played on a League cum knockout/League/Knockout basis
depending upon the discretion of the Tournament Committee.
A maximum of 15 players are allowed per team.
Players will be required to come 30 minutes before their scheduled match.
Only UG and PG students of the college are allowed to participate.
Walk over will be given if the team does not arrive within 15 minutes of
scheduled time.
Maximum of two teams per college. One player will not be allowed to play for
more than one team.

MEN'S OPEN WOMEN'SOPEN
MEN'S INTERMEDICAL WOMEN'S INTERMEDICAL 28THSEPTEMBER

REGISTRATION FEE

₹250/HEAD



Dust your hands off and get back up
The ball is in your court again.

MUSEVOLLEYBALL 

All standard rules apply.
Matches will be played on a knockout basis.
A maximum of 16 players are allowed per team.
Players will be required to come 30 mins before the scheduled match.
Only UG and PG students of the college are allowed to participate.
Walkover will be given if the team does not arrive within 15 mins of
scheduled time.
Maximum of 2 teams per college are allowed. One player can only play for
one team.

MEN'S OPEN WOMEN'SOPEN
28THSEPTEMBER

REGISTRATION FEE

₹250/HEAD



Huddle up team.
We're forming a pentagon.

MUSEFUTSAL

Standard rules apply.
Matches will be played on a League cum knockout/League/Knockout basis
depending upon the discretion of the Tournament Committee.
Each team should consist of 5 members with maximum of 3 reserves.
Players will be required to come 30 minutes before their scheduled match.
Only UG and PG students of the college are allowed to participate.
Walk over will be given if the team does not arrive within 15 minutes of
scheduled time.
Maximum of two teams per college. One player will not be allowed to play for
more than one team.

MEN'S OPEN WOMEN'S OPEN 28THSEPTEMBER
REGISTRATION FEE

₹200/HEAD



They used to call him Ping Pong Dre.
Do you think you can beat him?

MUSE TABLETENNIS

Ball used - White Stag 4 star.
This is an open tournament.
Standard TT rules apply.
Format: Knockout.
Each set will be played for 11 points.
In case of any dispute the refree's decision is final.

 

MEN'S OPEN WOMEN'S OPEN

28THSEPTEMBER
REGISTRATION FEE

₹250/HEAD

SINGLES EVENT 

OPEN EVENT 
Each game is decided by best of 3 sets.
For semis and finals each game is decided by best of 5 sets.

Each college is allowed to have a maximum of three teams.
Each team should have a minimum of 3 players and a maximum of 5
players, only 3 players allowed to play in the same match.
Each match will be best of five games and each game will be best of
three sets.
In semis and finals each game will be best of five sets instead of best of
three sets.

MEN'S SINGLES WOMEN'S SINGLES



Sticks and stones may break your bones,
But bats and balls can capture your souls

MUSECRICKET

The tournament will be held on a league basis.
Matches will be 15 overs a side, only one bowler can bowl 4 overs and others a
maximum of 3 overs.
Each team should consist of 11 players with minimum of 3 reserves and a
maximum of 18 people in a squad. Only one staff member of the college can
be included in the team.
All the matches will be played as per KSCA rules.
Teams should be in proper cricketing attire ( white shirt, white trousers and
cricketing shoes).
All the no balls called during the game will be followed by a free hit.
A maximum of one bouncer can be bowled in an over.
5 overs field restrictions in a 15-over match.
Teams should carry their own cricket kits, the match ball will be provided
during the start of the game.
Teams should report 30 minutes prior to the scheduled time of play.
During in field restrictions, maximum of two players can be outside the 30
yard circle.
If the match cannot be played in unavoidable conditions then a super over will
decide the match.

MEN'S INTERMEDICAL

11TH - 15TH SEPT
REGISTRATION FEE

₹250/HEAD



Sticks and stones may break your bones,
But bats and balls can capture your souls

MUSECRICKET

Umpires decisions are final and appeals by the team players/ coach are not
entertained.
If there is a slow over rate ( 65 minutes for 15 overs/ 85 minutes for 20 overs), then a
penalty of 10 runs per over will be applicable.
If the match is interrupted and if further play is not possible ( min. 5 overs a side)
results will be based on run rate of the completed overs.
In case of a tie, super over will decide the match and in case of a tie in super over,
the winner will be decided by counting the total number of boundaries scored by
the whole team in both the main match and super over.
The ball should not be tampered and should be given to the umpires during the
mid-over gaps.
Team captain should be the only one consulting the referee in case of doubts.

MEN'S INTERMEDICAL

11TH - 15TH SEPT
REGISTRATION FEE

₹250/HEAD



Throw!
 And throw harder!

 

All standard rules apply.
Matches will be played on a knockout basis.
Each team should consist of 7 people with a minimum of 3 reserves and a
maximum of 16 people in a squad.
Players will be required to come 30 mins before the scheduled match.
Only UG and PG students of the college are allowed to participate.
Walkover will be given if the team does not arrive within 15 mins of
scheduled time.
Maximum of 2 teams per college are allowed. One player can only play for
one team.

MUSETHROWBALL

WOMEN'SOPEN

28THSEPTEMBER
REGISTRATION FEE

₹250/HEAD



CULTUR-ALS
MUSE CULTURALS

The floor, canvas and words as your Muse
Blaze with passion, set your heart loose.

SEPTEMBER 28TH-OCTOBER 1ST 



SUPERNOVA

This year,
                             hosts cultural events in four classes, 

each burning bright in its own right 

The brightest stars in the night sky, our Supernova events
are bound to leave you dazzled and starstruck

BLAZE
A burning blaze in the distance, get closer to the stage and

our Blaze events will leave you sweating for more 

FLAME SPARK

From Art to Literature and everything in between, our Flame
events will burn a path into your soul 

The smallest sparks light the largest fires, and so do our Spark
events, making the night sky light up with their brilliance

CULTUR-ALS



GENERAL RULES
The Cultural Secretary/Group Leader of each College team must collect the
participation passes from St. John’s Medical College and must submit the list of
participants at the registration desk.
All teams must be present half an hour before the start of a main stage event for
draw of slots. Teams missing the slots or not present on time will be disqualified
or placed at a slot as per the discretion of the Organizing Committee.
Decision of the Judges is final and binding and no questions or clarifications
regarding the judgement will be entertained under any circumstance.
The judging criteria given in this rulebook are tentative and are subject to the
judges' discretion.
Each college can send a maximum of 4 teams for Supernova events.



SUBMISSION DATE FOR ALL SUBMISSION EVENTS IS 25TH SEPTMEBER 
FOR SUBMISSION EVENTS, THEMES WILL BE RELEASED ON THE INSTAGRAM PAGE

GENERAL RULES
The organizing committee reserves the right to cancel, reschedule, change the venue
of any event and the same will be informed to the cultural secretaries/group leaders.
Organizing committee reserves the right to close registration when all slots are taken.
All delegates at Autumn Muse are expected to follow a basic code of conduct and
maintain decorum at all times.

COLLEGES PARTICIPATING IN MULTIPLE EVENTS CAN CONTACT THE EVENT AND
REGISTRATION HEADS WITH THE NUMBER OF ENTRIES TO AUTUMN MUSE AS YOU
MIGHT BE ELIGIBLE FOR A DISCOUNT ON DELEGATE PASSES AND REGISTRATION.

@autumn_muse_official



In order for a college to be eligible for Over-Als, they must participate in
atleast 50 percent of the events in Cultur-Als(17 out of 35 events). This MUST
include Battle of the Bands, The Parade Wears Prada and In Sync - Western.
All colleges wishing to register for the Over-Als should contact the Cultural
Secretary (Samar Walter, Ph No. 8435282550) by September 27th.
Points for each catefory of events will be awarded as follows:

OVER-ALS
Every year Autumn Muse presents an ever rolling Over-Als

trophy which is awarded to the college that scores the
highest points across Cultur-Als. 



CATEGORY OF
EVENT FIRST SECOND THIRD

Supernova 100 80 60

Blaze 75 60 45

Flame 50 40 30

Spark 25 20 15

OVER-ALS



MUSESTANZ
DANCE



EVENT CATEGORY DATE
REGISTRATION

FEE

InSync - Western Supernova
28th

September
₹3500

Troupe De Danse Supernova
29th

September
₹3000

InSync - Indian Supernova
29th

September
₹3000

MUSESTANZ
DANCE EVENTS



EVENT CATEGORY DATE
REGISTRATION

FEE

Two Steps Blaze 29th September ₹350

Nritya Flame 29th September ₹200

Rhythmix Flame 28th September ₹200



INSYNC - WESTERN
Dominate the stage, this is your chance 

Let go, let loose and dance! 

GROUP EVENT 

JUDGING CRITERIA 

WESTERN NON-THEMATIC GROUP 

Team Strength: A minimum of 6 and maximum of 15 members in a team.
Time Limit: 6 + 2 minutes (empty stage to empty stage).
Fusion of songs are allowed.
Music may contain meaningful lyrics and it must be handed over on a USB to the Event
Head 2 hours before the event. 
Participants are requested to check their music beforehand at the console. 
Props must be arranged by the teams themselves.
Use of fire, water, coloured powder, glitter and any other dangerous props on stage is
strictly prohibited.
Use of backdrop(screen for projection) is not allowed.

 

Choreography 
Coordination                      
Creativity and Difficulty level
Energy level

Expression 
Costumes and props 
Stage utilisation                     

28THSEPTEMBER
REGISTRATION FEE

₹3500



Team Strength: A minimum of 4 and maximum of 16 members in a team. 
Time Limit: 8+2 minutes (empty stage to empty stage).
Music should not contain lyrics and it must be handed over on a USB to the

Props must be arranged by the teams themselves.
Use of fire, water, coloured powder, glitter and any other dangerous props on
stage is strictly prohibited.
Vulgarity of any form is strictly prohibited.
Use of backdrop (screen for projection) is not allowed.
Use of voiceover is allowed only before the beginning of the song. 
Fusion of songs are allowed.

      Event Head 2 hours before the event.

Captivate and trance 
Through your thematic dance

GROUP EVENT 

JUDGING CRITERIA 

TROUP DE DANSE
THEMATIC GROUP 

Choreography
Coordination
Creativity and Difficulty level 
Energy Level

Expression
Costumes and Props
Stage utilization
Overall Impact 

29THSEPTEMBER
REGISTRATION FEE

₹3000



INSYNC - INDIAN
Dominate the stage, this is your chance 

Let go, let loose and dance! 

GROUP EVENT 

JUDGING CRITERIA 

INDIAN NON-THEMATIC GROUP 

Team Strength: A minimum of 6 and maximum of 15 members in a team.
Time Limit: 6+2 minutes (empty stage to empty stage). 
Fusion of songs are allowed.
Music may contain meaningful lyrics and it must be handed over on a USB to the Event
Head 2 hours before the event. 
Participants are requested to check their music beforehand at the console. 
Props must be arranged by the teams themselves.
Use of fire, water, coloured powder, glitter and any other dangerous props on stage is
strictly prohibited.
Use of backdrop(screen for projection) is not allowed. 

 

Choreography 
Coordination                      
Creativity and Difficulty level
Energy level

Expression 
Costumes and props 
Stage utilisation                    

29THSEPTEMBER
REGISTRATION FEE

₹3000



TWOSTEPS
Why do as one what you can together
For a partner makes everything better 

 
TEAM EVENT 

JUDGING CRITERIA 

WESTERN DUET DANCE

Time limit : 3+1 min. 
Performance of any dance style is permitted except Indian
classical/folk. 
Fusion of songs are allowed.
Props are allowed.

 

Choreography 
Coordination  
Creativity 

Musicality
Execution
Costumes and Props 

29THSEPTEMBER
REGISTRATION FEE

₹350



NRITYA
Centuries of our art in your feet. 

Let them feel our culture in their seats. 

INDIAN SOLO DANCE

Any Indian dance form allowed.
Time limit: 3+1 Minutes.
 Participants must handover music to organizers in USB one hour
before the event.
Obscenity of any kind is not allowed and will lead to immediate
disqualification. 

INDIVIDUAL EVENT 

Choreography 
Coordination with music
Attitude/Expressions
Body language and Presentation
Costumes and props
Overall impact

 
JUDGING CRITERIA 

29THSEPTEMBER
REGISTRATION FEE

₹200



Find yourself as you sway.
Let the rhythm carry you away. 

WESTERN SOLO DANCE 

Any western style of dance or their fusions are allowed.
Time limit: 3+1 Minutes.
Participants must handover music to organisers one hour before
the event.
Obscenity of any kind is not allowed and will lead to immediate
disqualification.

INDIVIDUAL EVENT 

JUDGING CRITERIA 
Choreography 
Coordination with music
Attitude/Expressions
Body language and Presentation
Costumes and props
Overall impact

RHYTHMIX

28THSEPTEMBER
REGISTRATION FEE

₹200



MUSEJAM
MUSIC



EVENT CATEGORY DATE
REGISTRATION

FEE

Battle of the Bands Supernova 1st October ₹3500

Euphony Blaze 1st October ₹2200

Raaga Blaze
30th

September 
₹2200

MUSEJAM
MUSIC EVENTS



EVENT CATEGORY DATE
REGISTRATION

FEE

Melodia Blaze 1st October ₹350

Swara Blaze 30th September ₹350

Goonj Flame 30th September ₹200

Aria Flame 1st October ₹200



 Pick up your sticks and tune up your quitars,
Tonight it's time to rock out like Mettalica

SEMI - PROFESSIONAL BANDS and COLLEGE BANDS can apply.
A minimum of 4 and maximum of 15 members are allowed per team.
Maximum of 8 members are allowed on stage.
Time Limit: 15 + 3 minutes (3 minutes entirely for sound check)Empty stage to
Empty stage.
An individual can take part with only one band (playing for more than one band
would lead to immediate disqualification).
A set number of bands will be allowed to perform on a first come first serve
basis.
Synthesized beats or pre-recorded music are not allowed.
A standard 5-piece drum kit, microphones and amplifiers will be provided.

               

GROUP EVENT 

JUDGING CRITERIA 
Originality & Complexity
Vocals
Tightness
Stage presence
Overall appeal

 

  Judging of the event will be based on standard Rock competition criteria:

BATTLE OF       
                   

THE BANDS

1ST OCTOBER
REGISTRATION FEE

₹3500



WESTERN GROUP
Let your voices blend together like a symphony,

Treat the audience to your euphony.
 

Team Strength: A minimum of 4 and maximum of 15 members.
Time limit: (10+2) minutes from Empty-stage to Empty Stage.
Instruments: No electric instruments except for bass guitar and semi acoustic
guitar allowed (Electric Guitar on Acoustic Patch WILL NOT be allowed).
Keyboards can only be used on Grand Piano Mode.
Microphones will be provided for all acoustic instruments.
Participants may perform in any language other than Indian languages.
One person cannot participate in more than one group in the same event.

 

GROUP EVENT 

JUDGING CRITERIA 
Song Selection/Difficulty
Originality (of arrangement)
Vocal Quality (voice, pitch ,range)
Harmony and Sync 

 

EUPHONY

Rhythm and tempo
Stage Presence
Overall Impact

1ST OCTOBER
REGISTRATION FEE

₹2200



Sa Re Ga Ma, so it goes.
Be the voice that everyone knows.

Team size: A minimum of 4 and maximum of 15 members per team.
Time limit: 10+2 minutes Empty Stage to Empty Stage.
All Indian languages allowed. Medleys are allowed.
Albums/ movie songs/ own compositions are allowed.
Synthesized beats are not allowed.
Orginal compositions are allowed and appreciated but not compulsory.
One person cannot participate in more than one group in the same event.

 

TEAM EVENT 

JUDGING CRITERIA 
Song selection/ Difficulty
Originality (of arrangement)
Vocal Quality (Voice, Pitch, Range)
Harmony and Sync

 

RAAGA
INDIAN GROUP 

Rhythm and tempo
Stage presence
Overall Impact

 

 

30THSEPTEMBER
REGISTRATION FEE

₹2200



MELODIA
WESTERN DUET
Flaunt your talents in this show

Be the ultimate music duo
 

Time limit: 4+1 minutes.  
Songs may be sung in any Western language (non-Indian based/style
languages). Medleys are allowed.
Live accompaniment (only acoustic instruments) or purely instrumental
backing tracks without any pre-recorded vocals can be used(should be
handed over in USB to the Event Heads 2 hours before the event).  

TEAM EVENT 

JUDGING CRITERIA 
Technical Vocal Ability
Clarity and Pronunciation
Execution and Showmanship
Musical Synchrony

1ST OCTOBER
REGISTRATION FEE

₹350



SWARA
 Music is a story of the old and the new 

And it's always better said when there are two
 

INDIAN DUET

Song selection/Difficulty/Originality (of arrangement)
Vocal Quality (voice, pitch, range)
Harmony & Sync
Rhythm and tempo
Stage presence
Instrumental quality and tightness
Overall impact

TEAM EVENT 

JUDGING CRITERIA 

30TH SEPTEMBER
REGISTRATION FEE

₹350

Time limit: 4+1 minutes. 
Songs may be sung in any Indian language. Medleys are allowed.
Live accompaniment (only acoustic instruments) or purely instrumental
backing tracks without any pre-recorded vocals can be used(should be
handed over in USB to the Event Heads 2 hours before the event).  



Let the music consume you whole 
Pour out the raaga in your soul 

Time limit 3+1 minute.
1 accompanist allowed.
A song in any Indian regional language can be performed. Medleys
are allowed.
Shruti Box and Karaoke Tracks are permitted.

 
 

INDIVIDUAL EVENT 

JUDGING CRITERIA 
Quality of singing (sur,lay,taal), vocal range.
Song selection
The overall impact of the song 

 GOONJ
INDIAN SOLO 

30TH SEPTEMBER
REGISTRATION FEE

₹200



ARIA
 Be it pop country or more

Show us what you have in store 
 

WESTERN SOLO

INDIVIDUAL EVENT 

JUDGING CRITERIA 
Song selection/ Difficulty
Vocal Quality (Voice, Pitch, Range)
Modulation and expression 
Rhythm & Tempo 
Stage Presence
Overall impact 

    
Time limit: 3+1 minutes.
Songs may be sung in any Western language (non-Indian based/ style
languages). Medleys are allowed.
Live accompaniment (only acoustic instruments) or purely instrumental backing
tracks without any pre-recorded vocals can be used.  

1ST OCTOBER
REGISTRATION FEE

₹200



MUSEHUES
ART



EVENT CATEGORY DATE
REGISTRATION

FEE

Parade Wears Prada Supernova
30th

September
₹3500

Brushing Beauty Spark
30th

September 
₹150

Shades of Grey Spark
30th

September 
₹ 150

MUSEHUES
ART EVENTS



EVENT CATEGORY DATE
REGISTRATION

FEE

Expressions Spark
30th

September 
₹150

Switch Up Flame 29th September ₹250

Mehendi Spark 29th September ₹150

Comical Spark 1st October ₹150



 A dash of makeup and outfits too 
Your night as a model on the runway come true

Semi – professional or professional teams can also apply.
Maximum of 16+ 2 members.
Minimum of 6 members .
Teams are free to be innovative and creative in terms of music, clothes,
accessories and props.
Props must be arranged by teams themselves.
Use of fire, water and other dangerous props are strictly prohibited.
Exceeding the time limit would attract negative marking.
Time Limit: 15 minutes including setup.
Teams can present any theme of their choice.

GROUP EVENT 

JUDGING CRITERIA 

THE PARADE WEARS PRADA
FASHION SHOW

Choreography and coordination
Craftsmanship
Design

30TH SEPTEMBER
REGISTRATION FEE

₹3500

Makeup and props
Concept
Overall appeal



With a palette and a trusty brush
Your world lies plain, like your canvas

INDIVIDUAL EVENT 

JUDGING CRITERIA 

PAINTING 

Theme will be given on spot.
Participants have to bring their own material.
Only drawing sheets will be provided by the organizers.
Time limit: 1 hour. 

 Expression of Theme
Use of Colours
Neatness
Creativity
Overall Appeal
 

BRUSHINGBEAUTY

30TH SEPTEMBER
REGISTRATION FEE

₹150



A pen, a paper and a limitless mind
Makes for something one of a kind 

SKETCHING

Time limit: 1 hour. 
Topic will be given on the spot.
Participants have to bring their own material.
Only drawing sheets will be provided by the organizers.
Only HB pencils are allowed.
Charcoal sketching is not allowed.. 

 

INDIVIDUAL EVENT 

JUDGING CRITERIA 
Creativity
Sketching Skills
Incorporation of theme 

SHADES OF GREY

Finishing
Overall Impact 30TH SEPTEMBER

REGISTRATION FEE
₹150



Create your art
On faces and hearts

TEAM EVENT 

JUDGING CRITERIA 

Team event - 2 members - Artist + Model.
Participants should bring their own materials (stencils and
stickers are not allowed).
Theme will be announced 10 mins prior to event, 10 mins
may be utilized for reference.
Time limit – 1 hr.

Use of anatomical landmark
Expression of theme
Use of colours
Neatness
Creativity
Overall appeal
 

EXPRESSIONS 
FACE PAINTING

30TH SEPTEMBER
REGISTRATION FEE

₹150



Pass your canvas over
And convey your heart

ART RELAY

2 members per team.
Time – 1 hour.
Two themes will be provided, one to each member of the team.
Both members will work on artpieces on the provided theme
simultaneously but separately.
Members will be made to switch between their pieces every 20 mins -
2 switches – 20th minute and 40th minute.
No communication between the two members regarding the theme
is allowed, teams will be dismissed on observing the same.
Use of references not allowed.

TEAM EVENT 

JUDGING CRITERIA 
Creativity
Sketching Skills
Incorporation of theme 

SWITCHUP

Finishing
Overall Impact

29TH SEPTEMBER
REGISTRATION FEE

₹300



Tradition of our lands,
the Henna on our hands

INDIVIDUAL EVENT 

JUDGING CRITERIA 

Mehendi cones will be provided.
Participants can apply mehendi on their own hands or on a volunteer.
Mehendi to be applied on both palm and back of the hand.
Total time: 1.5 hr.
Final 10-15 mins for drying.

Neatness
Creativity
Symmetry
Aesthetic appeal
Use of references not allowed
 

MEHENDI

29TH SEPTEMBER
REGISTRATION FEE

₹150



Where stories meet art
And adventure doth start

COMIC STRIP MAKING

Topic will be announced on the spot.
Time - 1.5 hours
Full colour and black and white styles are allowed.
Participants can design a comic strip ranging from 1 to 6 boxes.
Only drawing sheets will be provided.
Use of refernces are not allowed.

INDIVIDUAL EVENT 

JUDGING CRITERIA 
Clarity and relevance to theme
Creativity
Content and flow

COMICAL

1STOCTOBER
REGISTRATION FEE

₹150



MUSESPELL
LITERATURE, THEATRE 

AND PHOTOGRAPHY



EVENT CATEGORY DATE
REGISTRATION

FEE

Sales Tales Blaze
30th

September
₹800

Spotlight Blaze
30th

September 
₹1500

I’mime’tation Game Blaze
29th

September 
₹1000

MUSESPELL
 LITERATURE, THEATRE,
PHOTOGRAPHY EVENTS



EVENT CATEGORY DATE
REGISTRATION

FEE

Mr.Muse Blaze
30th

September
₹200

In Pursuit of Dispute Blaze 1st October ₹400

JAM Flame 1st October ₹150

Potpourri Blaze 1st October ₹300



EVENT CATEGORY DATE
REGISTRATION

FEE

A Word’s Worth- Creative Spark 25th September
(submission date) ₹100

A Word’s Worth- Poetry Spark 25th September
(submission date) ₹100

Verse-atile Flame 
29th

September
₹150

The Big Screen Blaze 25th September
(submission date) ₹500



EVENT CATEGORY DATE
REGISTRATION

FEE

A Lens’ World Flame 25th September
(submission date) ₹100



Thought advertisements may be hell 
Let's see how creatively you can sell 

 

Team Strength: Maximum of 11 members inclusive of the
narrator.
Only 1 narrator allowed.
Narration should predominantly be in English.
Use of any regional language/slang is at the team’s own risk.
Round 1: Teams are allowed to select any product of their choice. 
Time limit: 10+ 2 minutes.
Round 2: Impromptu round, Rules of the round will be
announced on the day of the event.
Use of props and costumes will lead to disqualification.

SALESTALES
MAD ADS

GROUP EVENT 

30THSEPTEMBER
REGISTRATION FEE

₹800



Et tu brute the call echoes 
On the stage bring out your joy and woes 

Maximum of 19+1 members.
20+ 5 minutes empty stage to empty stage.
Stage setting to be done in advance (any lighting and sound to be
done must be informed to the Tech Head).
Any vulgarity will lead to immediate disqualification.
Pre-recorded vocals are not permitted.
Pre-recorded music, musical instruments and background scores
are permitted. 
Script can be a an original or an adaptation.
Lip sync is not allowed.
Props will not be provided.

SPOTLIGHT
PLAY 

GROUP EVENT 

30THSEPTEMBER
REGISTRATION FEE

₹1500



It matters not if you lose your voice
Your heart can speak with newfound poise

I'MIME'TATIONGAME

GROUP EVENT 
Team strength: maximum of 15 members and a minimum of 5 members in
the team (including the instrumentalist).
Time limit : 10+2 minutes
Standard mime rules are applicable (make up).
Only one accompanist is permitted.
Any single instrument can be used, if keyboard is being used then it can
only be used in piano mode.
Pre recorded music/instrumentalist is permitted.
No running narration.
No props allowed.
Uniformity in costume is a must.

MIME

29THSEPTEMBER
REGISTRATION FEE

₹1000



Have the chaos and the calm 
And have the charm to disarm 

INDIVIDUAL EVENT 

MR. MUSE
PERSONALITY

The event will comprise of two rounds; a written round, 

The next round will be an on-stage round, wherein the judging panel will 

       participants will be a given set of questions to answer
       about themselves, and based on the creativity, wittiness
       and originality of the answers, the selected participants will
       move on to the next round.

       ask the finalists questions as well as ask them to perform tasks that will 
       showcase their creativity, confidence and personality.

30THSEPTEMBER
REGISTRATION FEE

₹200



 In this hall we are in pursuit
Of opinions, and the world of dispute 

IN PURSUIT OF DISPUTE  
DEBATE 

TEAM EVENT 
A team must consist of 2 members of the same college.
Round 1 : Topic will be given one week prior and one member will debate FOR
the topic and the other member will debate AGAINST the topic for 3 minutes
with a grace period of 30 seconds with judges asking questions as they see fit.
Round 2 : Individual round where each speaker is given a topic and made to
speak either FOR/AGAINST and asked to switch in the middle of the speech to
the alternate side of the motion as per judges direction. This can happen
multiple times in one speech. Teams with highest combined score of both
speakers will be selected.
Round 3 : Topic will be given on the spot with fifteen minutes preparation time
and teams will be pitted against each other with one team being assigned FOR
the motion and the second team being assigned AGAINST the motion. In this
round both speakers in one team will speak for 3 minutes with a grace period of
30 seconds on the respective side of the motion assigned to them.

1STOCTOBER
REGISTRATION FEE

₹400



 In this hall we are in pursuit
Of opinions, and the world of dispute 

IN PURSUIT OF DISPUTE  
DEBATE 

JUDGING CRITERIA 
Content
Delivery
Clarity of rebuttals
Team synergy

 

All the rounds are elimination based.
 

1STOCTOBER
REGISTRATION FEE

₹400



 A battle of words and wit 
How much can you say in a minute?

 
INDIVIDUAL EVENT 

JUDGING CRITERIA 

JAM
JUST A MINUTE 

Individual Event.
Prelims to be followed by finals.
Rules for each round would be announced during the event by the JAM-master.
Decision of JAM Master will be final and binding.

Spontaneity
Wit
Humour
Grammar
And miscellaneous other criteria completely subject to

      JAM Master’s discretion

1STOCTOBER
REGISTRATION FEE

₹150



Play to win
Let the games begin 

 

POT POURRI 

TEAM EVENT 
Members per team – 3.
The event consists of games as per the judges discretion
(Dumb charades, Pictionary etc).
Contestants will have to complete the tasks in each game
before the timer runs out.
There will be a preliminary round followed by Finals.
Rules for each round will be decided by the Event In-
charge/Host.
Use of mobile phones or electronic devices to find answers, will
lead to disqualification.1STOCTOBER

REGISTRATION FEE

₹300



Write like fire that burns the earth
Explore what is a words worth  

INDIVIDUAL EVENT 

JUDGING CRITERIA 

Prompt will be shared beforehand, participants are required to
write a short story/creative writing piece and submit it.
Word limit - 750 words

Language 
Creativity
Story line
Grammar
Relevance to topic provided

 

A WORDS WORTH -CREATIVE
CREATIVE WRITING Submission 

SUBMISSION
REGISTRATION FEE

₹100



Write like fire that burns the earth
Explore what is a words worth  

INDIVIDUAL EVENT 

JUDGING CRITERIA 

Prompt will be shared beforehand.
The piece is expected to follow a rhyming scheme which can
be of the individual’s choice, and NOT a free verse piece.
No word limit.
Plagiarism is prohibited.

Language and flow
Creativity
Adherence to rhyme scheme
Relevance to topic provided

 

A WORDS WORTH -POETRY
POETRY WRITING Submission 

SUBMISSION
REGISTRATION FEE

₹100



An original piece from your heart
A sweet poem from your lips depart  

INDIVIDUAL EVENT 

JUDGING CRITERIA 

Participants will need to perform an original spoken word poem of
their choice on any theme for a maximum of 2 minutes with a grace
period of 30 seconds.
Writing styles can be rhyming/ free verse depending on the poet. 

Relevance to theme
Content and flow
Expression and delivery
Usage of language

 

VERSE ATILE
SLAM POETRY 

29THSEPTEMBER
REGISTRATION FEE

₹150
 



 With a film it's a hit or a miss 
What can we say? It's showbiz!

THE BIG SCREEN
SHORT FILM 

TEAM EVENT 
Time limit: 20 minutes; including the beginning and end credits.
Member limit : Maximum of 15 members, including crew members.
The theme will be released on the Autumn Muse Instagram page.
Use of regional language is allowed, provided that proper English
subtitles are included.
Any film containing sexually explicit, violent images or images of
inappropriate content, involving the wilful harassment of wildlife &
damage to environment, will lead to disqualification.
Being an amateur competition, assistance from professionals or
semiprofessionals will lead to disqualification.
Apps used for making and editing the video should be mentioned.
All statutory warnings must be displayed.

Submission 

SUBMISSION
REGISTRATION FEE

₹500



 With a film it's a hit or a miss 
What can we say? It's showbiz!

THE BIG SCREEN
SHORT FILM 

JUDGING CRITERIA 
Cinematography, direction
Originality, Creativity of plot
Honesty to theme
Scene transition
Structure
Dialogue and sound clarity
Character quality

Submission 

The film must be original. Plagiarism will result in immediate
disqualification.
The decision of the judges will be final and binding.

SUBMISSION
REGISTRATION FEE

₹500



Click! Capture! Save!
Photography is all the rave 

INDIVIDUAL EVENT 

JUDGING CRITERIA 

Participants may submit up to 5 photographs on (theme).
Minimal image editing/post processing is allowed.
Edits allowed : Exposure, Highlight/shadow, Contrast, Saturation, White
Balance, Noise.
Any other editing not mentioned will be considered grounds for
disqulaification.
No filters allowed.
Captions should be mentioned separately.

Adherence to Theme
Technique
Originality

A LENS’ WORLD

SUBMISSION
REGISTRATION FEE

₹100

PHOTOGRAPHY Submission 



MUSESCELLANEOUS



EVENT CATEGORY DATE
REGISTRATION

FEE

The Reel Deal Spark 25th September
(submission date) ₹100

In-Quizitive Blaze
28th

September 
₹500

X Marks the Spot Flame 1st October ₹300

MUSESCELLANEOUS



Want to know how fame feels?
Let's find out if you're the 'reel' deal 

THE REEL DEAL
REEL MAKING  

INDIVIDUAL EVENT 
Submission Event.
Time limit : 30 seconds.
Participants will be given three Instagram reels which they will
creatively remix and make their own.
Props are permitted.
No other apps, except Instagram to be used.
Any type of vulgarity will lead to disqualification.
Plagiarism will result in immediate disqualification.

Submission 

SUBMISSION
REGISTRATION FEE

₹100

RULES FOR THIS EVENT ARE SUSCEPTIBLE TO CHANGE AS PER
JUDGES' DISCRETION. THE SAME WILL BE INTIMATED TO THE
PARTICIPANTS THROUGH THE INSTAGRAM PAGE.



Tickle your brain
Pickle your mind

INDIVIDUAL EVENT 
Teams of 3.
Preliminary round followed by finals.
Rules to be announced for each round on the spot by
the Quiz Master.

IN- QUIZITIVE
QUIZ

28TH SEPTEMBER
REGISTRATION FEE

₹500



Don't forget your looking glasses and thinking shoes
Let's Indiana Jones it up

X MARKS THE SPOT
TREASURE HUNT 

1STOCTOBER
REGISTRATION FEE

₹300

Teams of 3.
Clues will be kept in and around the campus.
Sabotaging of clues will lead to immediate
disqualification.
More details of the events will be announced at the
beginning of the event by the Organizers.



0404
Contact

us

In case you have any
queries, our team is
happy to help you.



ALSPALS

GEORGE B KOZHIPPATTU
ORGANISING CHAIRMAN

+91 95398 05470

+91 94960 60069

+91 84352 82550

NEHA JOE
ORGANISING SECRETARY

SAMAR WALTER
CULTURAL SECRETARY

+91 99477 27948

MEGHA MARIAM GEORGE
LITERARY SECRETARY

+91 78298 01319

FABIO ABY

+91 6369 123 756

JUSWANTHSANU SHAJI

INDOOR SPORTS SECRETARY

+91 94473 41101

+91 94007 12770

TOM SAJU

OUTDOOR SPORTS SECRETARY

+91 91649 93608

BANDHAVYA

JOINT SPORTS SECRETARY

JOINT LITERARY SECRETARY

JOINT CULTURAL SECRETARY

HOSPITALITY SECRETARY
+91 83019 66944

CHRISTIN SABUNIRAN JORTIN

+91 90748 04367
HOSPITALITY CHAIRMAN JOINT HOSPITALITY SECRETARY

+91 98945 48702

CHRISTO AJAY

OUR TEAM 



ALS PALS
SPONSORSHIP TEAM PUBLIC RELATIONS

MICHELLE BRINE
+91 90354 67810

JOSE MARTIN
+91 98479 31002

ADITYA JANGIR
+91 93520 91791

EVENTS + REGISTRATION
NAMITHA SARA VARUGHESE

+91 86183 52561

DEEPTHI MARIA
+91 99721 61487

ACCOMODATION
GEORGE MATHEW

+91 91880 21171

AYLIN ELIZABETH
+91 74060 12590

JUSWANTH
+91 6369 123 756

CHRISTO AJAY
+91 98945 48702

MEDIA + DESIGNS
DON SAVIO GEORGE

+91 94977 00441

HARRIET ANN JEEJO
+91 95352 26860

BIMAL SAJU KALARICKAL
+91 94953 09175

RAISA CASTELLINO
+91 73875 25528

DECOR
DIYA SOJAN

+91 74062 08067
SHEETHAL MARIAT BOBBY

+91 92074 28393

OUR TEAM 

FINANCE

SIDDHARTH SENTHIL
+91 95029 86004

SURABHI M SHASTRY
+91 99801 55888

NAVEEN D'SILVA
+91 81290 69207

ANTON JOSEPH 
+91 80881 18803 

DODDA HARSHITHA  

DENZIL NITHIN 
+91 63802 75616 

+91 99636 55907 



FOR MORE DETAILS 

@autumn_muse_official

autumn.muse@stjohns.in

www.autumnmuseinnervate.com

Johns Studios

https://instagram.com/autumn_muse_official?igshid=YmMyMTA2M2Y=
http://www.autumnmuseinnervate.com/
https://youtube.com/channel/UC2CpPBrLM9iMaz0hWkoKAbw

